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Abstract

This paper presents AI-SNIPS (AI Support for Network Intelligence-based Pharmaceutical Security), a production-ready platform that enables stakeholder decision-making, secure data sharing, and interdisciplinary research in the fight against Illicit, Substandard, and Falsified Medical Products (ISFMP). AI-SNIPS takes as input cases: a case consists of one or more URLs suspected of ISFMP activity. Cases can be supplemented with ground-truth structured data (labeled keywords) such as seller PII or case notes. First, AI-SNIPS scrapes and stores relevant images and text from the provided URLs without any user intervention. Salient features for predicting case similarity are extracted from the aggregated data using a combination of rule-based and machine-learning techniques and used to construct a seller network, with the nodes representing cases (sellers) and the edges representing the similarity between two sellers. Network analysis and community detection techniques are applied to extract seller clusters ranked by profitability and their potential to harm society. Lastly, AI-SNIPS provides interpretability by distilling common word/image similarities for each cluster into signature vectors. We validate the importance of AI-SNIPS’s features for distinguishing large pharmaceutical affiliate networks from small ISFMP operations using an actual ISFMP lead sheet.

Introduction

Illicit, Substandard, and Falsified Medical Products (ISFMP) damage public health & welfare on a global scale: lower bound estimates predict ISFMP induce fatal pneumonia between 72,000 – 169,000 children each year, and falsified anti-malarial medicines are responsible for an additional 116,000 deaths (OECD/EUIPO 2020). ISFMP include stolen, diverted, price-gouged, unregistered, unlicensed, and counterfeit medical products; examples include toxic or ineffective prescription drugs, dietary supplements, face masks, vaccines, and testing kits. ISFMP damage companies’ brands, undermine competition and the rule of law, and support other illicit activities such as terrorism, human trafficking, and money laundering (Zaman 2018; Passas 2000; Cesareo 2016; Accri 2018). The increased complexity and volume of ISFMP sales resulting from the COVID-19 pandemic continues to challenge the resources of many teams investigating these crimes, necessitating new platforms for AI-enabled stakeholder decision support which do not act as “black boxes.”

AI-SNIPS is designed to help risk/fraud control analysts, law enforcement/FDA analysts, and platform risk managers identify, prioritize, and solve online crimes related to the sale of ISFMP. To our knowledge, AI-SNIPS is the first non-proprietary platform in the literature that provides a scalable network intelligence tool for research and analysis of ISFMP activities. The AI-SNIPS data analytics pipeline is shown in Figure 2.

Related Work

Early warning systems which utilize graph representations and community detection show promise for analyzing social media events (Lu et al. 2022) and news streams (Vine et al. 2022); both are forms of Open-Source Intelligence
(OSINT). OSINT refers to data and information available to the public. Maybir and Chapman (2021) recently demonstrated the use of OSINT for monitoring drug market trends in real time. Ecstasy pill characteristics and regional usage trends within Australia were scraped from an online forum and found to be consistent with more costly and coarse-grained approaches such as drug use surveys and wastewater analysis.

A retrospective analysis of pharmaceutical affiliate programs using leaked financial transactions was published by McCoy et al. (2012). These affiliates often utilize spamming tactics and are some of the longest-running (and most profitable) illegal online businesses; examples include SpamIt and Canadian Pharmacy.

The AI-SNIPS Research Team presented the AI-SNIPS Proof of Concept at the APS March Meeting (Burt et al. 2022). Additionally, our team recently published a Q&A format newsletter article (Burt, Passas, and Kakadiaris 2022) outlining how AI-SNIPS can be utilized to solve challenges in supply chain security.

**Applied Methodology**

To illustrate how stakeholders use AI-SNIPS to solve online ISFMP cases, we use AI-SNIPS to process an actual ISFMP lead sheet provided to us by Company X, a large pharmaceutical company, who tasked us with finding the “big fish” in the pond.

AI-SNIPS identified five clusters in the largest connected component; each cluster predominantly consisted of known spammers/illicit pharmaceutical affiliate programs (Figure 1), despite AI-SNIPS having no prior knowledge about pharmaceutical affiliate networks. About two-thirds of the clustered leads consisted of two sellers, which were not the targets for this use case.

A review of the signature vectors and seller domains unraveled the inner workings of the illicit operation: the cluster with the most cases (seen as a fan) consisted of B2C affiliate sites related to Canadian Pharmacy. The second cluster revealed product items sold on legitimate B2B platforms such as Alibaba. The third cluster was composed of a different affiliate pharmacy (exposing a possibly unknown link). The remaining two clusters revealed that these items are being sold on social media platforms (illegally).

The reason for connections between clusters is interpretable: each edge carries one or more image/text data pairs, a similarity score, and a confidence index. These metrics allowed analysts to form a Preliminary Evaluative Opinion on whether the cases (and their clusters) are “similar enough” to proceed with that line of investigation. Our stakeholders can then coordinate simultaneous disruption of seller activity across multiple vulnerable domains, inflicting the most damage to the illicit supply chain’s operations.

**Significance and Future Work**

This work presents AI-SNIPS, a modular web platform with services for web scraping, real-time URL monitoring, network forensics & visualization, counterfeit product detection, and pharmaceutical affiliate network risk assessments. A longer format paper is currently in preparation which provides the full implementation details of AI-SNIPS for reproducibility and an in-depth evaluation of the various network quantities produced by AI-SNIPS.

Future work will add research modules and expand its data dictionary with requests from new stakeholders. In addition, we will incorporate temporal information into the graph, which is needed to validate the impact of coordinated disruption strategies.
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